WOMEN in Cell Biology
Position(s) Wanted
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site organizers to broaden
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member institutions and
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want to appoint because
as well as serve two-career
often they don’t have the
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more family-friendly. A particularly important
in a similar ﬁeld and/or the same department.
aspect of the site is that it serves to bring together
If the partner or spouse of the recruited faculty
representatives of the participant institutions
member is not an academic, colleges and
semi-annually. This enables broad discussion not
universities are even more bafﬂed about how to
only about the site but about
help him or her ﬁnd a job.
a range of recruitment and
This is a particular
retention issues.
problem for women who
Unfortunately,
Unfortunately,
are academics, since a
institutions and
institutions and individuals
higher percentage of women
can tend to view dual-career
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individuals can
couples as a “problem.”
partners who work fulltend to view dualIndeed, this recruitment
time. For example, at
career couples as a
challenge is often referred to
Princeton University in
“problem.” Indeed,
as “the two-body problem.”
2002, the proportion of
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Equally unfortunate is the
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challenge is often
tendency of colleges and
who were married was
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universities to refer to the
nearly identical, but 85%
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time while 48% of married
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formulation is to see each
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dual-career couple as representing not one but
It was in this context that Princeton and
two opportunities for the institution, offering
Rutgers joined together to invite the colleges
two highly-educated, talented people who can
and universities in New Jersey to create The
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contribute to the life of a college or university. ■
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